
 
 

ART PRACTICE 
“My single pair of eyes contain the universe they see; Their mirrored multiplicity Is packed into a                 

hollow body where I reflect the many, in my one” - Stephen Spender 

 

All of life is a story. A narration that flows between fragmentation and wholeness of man,                

capturing the plot of the mortal as an emigrant on a pilgrimage of being. My art is a                  

chronicle of this journey taken between worlds, that of external reality and the inner              

psyche, while simultaneously being mirrored in both. I am interested in using art not for               

self-reflection and theory, but for realizing my own subjectivity and relinquishing the            

determinations of how the rest of the world sees itself. I create environments that              

functions as a surrogate in which you can lose your individuality and become a              

shape-shifter. A place where one can merge with the oceanic feeling of light, darkness,              

liquid and earth and simultaneously exist apart and together with oneself. 

 

My art projects are a hybrid of disciplines in sculpture, photography, installation and             

moving images that is using visuals with a reference to nature and simultaneity. An               

assimilation of visuals where all boundaries washes away: yesterday, today and tomorrow            

becomes indistinguishable; dream and reality cannot be told apart; the horizontal and the             

vertical merges in a perpetual fugue. In an effort in my art practices to enter this motley                 

world, I myself cascaded into multiple reflections like the stars in the galaxy that from high                

above looks down upon the solitary planet that is me. For a very brief moment the see-er                 

has become the seen. 

 

The Latin derived word, frangible, describes my interest in the brittle and disintegrated             

nature of the substances in our world. My sculptures are stitched together by hand, my               

films are thousands of still images stringed together, the textiles in my mixed media              

molder – to emphasize the fractured and the fragile. I prefer to work with natural               

materials with a transient spirit; paper, cotton, sisal, jute, bamboo and rock. It sustains my               

interest in ritual, the female form and of ancestors moving across the uncharted sea,              

steppe, ice, desert and forest. 

 

My work grows from the narrations of progenitors of Scandinavian and Japanese            

literature, Russian and Japanese film and the mythology and landscape of Africa. 

 

 

For more information visit www.AnjaMarais.com. 
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